
Hy-Ori ice -  The latest Hydrogen low meter from GM Flow 

GM Flow Measurement Services Ltd are proud to introduce Hy-OrificeTM , for a wide range of flow rates 
and fluid types. Hy-OrificeTM was specifically designed for extremely low flow rate hydrogen gas, but it is 
equally suited to other gases such as nitrogen, air or natural gas, as well as clean Water, diesel, acids and 
well scale treatment. By varying the orifice size, differen al pressure and flowing pressure transmi er 
ranges, Hy-OrificeTM can measure from as low as 0.008 g/sec (@ 10 Bar) up to 108 g/sec of Hydrogen (@ 
1000 bar). Hy-OrificeTM   complements our Hy-ConeTM  and Integra-ConeTM flow meters by providing an 
very low flow range device for extreme pressure applica ons. 

D NPT or Autoclave Threaded Connec ons 

D 5 to 10:1 Turndown ra o (depending on accuracy requirements) 

D Includes required upstream and downstream straight lengths within the meter body 

D Mono-Block Design - no Welding 

D Integrated Pressure, Differen al Pressure & Temperature Instruments 

D Corrosion and Erosion Resistant Materials 

D Simple Opera on and Field Inspec on/Maintenance 

D Reliable by Design 

D Rated to 1000 bar Working Pressure 

D 316L Stainless Steel as standard 

 Hy-Orifice™  
Technical 

Information 

Hy-OrificeTM   comes equipped with flow 
computer, 1000 bar rated differen al 
pressure, sta c pressure and temperature 
elements enabling mass and/or liquid flow 
rate measurements to be achieved.  

Working pressures and flow ranges are 
determined by the customers applica on, 
so contact your designated representa ve 
for assistance to select the right flow meter 
for you applica on.  







 

Built en rely from 316L SS* Hy-Orifice provides a tough, accurate, corrosion and erosion resistant flow 
measurement technique, which is easy and safe to operate, even by inexperienced personnel.  

U lising NPT or Autoclave end connec ons and offering a range of between 0.5 and 8 mm orifice sizes.  

Hy-OrificeTM  offers a quick, easy and compact installa on with flow computer, differen al and flowing 
pressure, and temperature transmi ers already a ached, ready to measure any flow rate within the ranges 
quoted.  

Hy-Orifice includes high and low pressure ports and the required upstream and downstream straight lengths, 
built into the meter body. Simply plumb it into your line, a ach 24 VDC power supply and start to measure 
instantly. * Other Materials on Request. 
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